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Abstract. SimuLane1 is a highway traffic simulator modeling a multiagent learning environment. Human drivers are simulated through a
behavior-based model translating basic characteristics and desires of reallife drivers. SimuLane is designed in a fully parameterizable way and
serves as a learning environment for self-driving cars; as such, a ratio of
autonomous drivers – all using the same learning model – can be defined
for either training or a simple simulation.
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Simulator Overview

SimuLane features a fully discrete representation of straight highway lanes, i.e.,
each lane is represented as a list of cells by which cars pass. Each lane has a
preferred speed, reflecting the idea that cars’ speed usually increases from right
to left on highway lanes. Exits are subsets of consecutive cells in the exit lanes
preceded by an indicator. The number of exits, the size of the exits and the
distance between them are all parameters of the simulator.
Another important component of the simulator are the human drivers. They
act according to a behavioral model which can be summarized by three “rules”:
“the driver must not crash”, “the driver must reach their desired speed ” and “the
driver must respect the lanes’ speeds”. To simulate the human nature of these
drivers, the fact that they make mistakes or non-logical choices, the irrationality
is defined by the probability that the driver chooses an action randomly.
The traffic density is defined as the probability for each lane that a new
driver arrives in that lane. The first cell of each lane is thus updated according
to the traffic density at every step. The simulation step for the other highway
constituents is divided into two sub-steps: the observation and the update phases.
During the former, drivers in the simulator “observe” their environment and
chooses an action while the actual state of the highway is updated during the
latter. The observation phase introduces an arbitrary, pseudo-temporal order
over the drivers’ actions; a driver choosing their action is aware of the action –
the direction and the acceleration – of the drivers who precede them. Finally, if
a crash occurs, it “stays” in the cell for a certain number of simulation steps.
While it is present, the cell must be avoided by the drivers, otherwise it would
cause another crash.
?
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This work was carried out for the first author’s master thesis studies at VUB [1].
Demonstration video: https://youtu.be/tHBzCNTKA6w
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Fig. 1. Graphical interface of SimuLane where simulated human drivers are the blue
cars, and the autonomous cars, the learning agents, are the green cars.
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Learning Environment

The simulator aims to be used as the learning environment for a reinforcement
learning problem with autonomous cars as agents [2]. SimuLane allows agents to
retrieve their local state in the environment (limited by their field of view) and
perform their selected actions. An action is a tuple <direction, acceleration>;
the direction can be left, forward or right, and the acceleration is bounded by
the maximum acceleration of the car. The reward function is fully customizable
for each possible outcome (e.g., crash, missed exit, correct exit). SimuLane can
therefore also easily be extended for multi-objective RL [3, 4].
SimuLane offers two learning settings: single-agent and multi-agent. In the
first case, there is only one autonomous car in the highway at a time, together
with “human” drivers. In the second case, the ratio of autonomous cars is the
probability that a new driver entering the highway is an autonomous car; in this
multi-agent setting, all agents use the same learning model during learning (i.e.,
centralized training but decentralized execution).
SimuLane is implemented in Python, version 2.7 and can be used in combination with any Python-based (deep) reinforcement learning library.
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